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<Important notification regarding your subscription details> 

Please enter into the contract after understanding and agreeing to these notes. 

 

Using Prepaid SIM for Travel data service. 

This description gives important information that requires attention when using Prepaid SIM for Travel data service. 

Be sure to read before applying to use Prepaid SIM for Travel data service. 

When using this service, also refer to the 4G communications service contract conditions and 3G communications service 

contract conditions on the SoftBank web site. 

 

<Subscription> 

1. Subscriptions to Prepaid SIM for Travel data service can only be new subscriptions. 

2. Applications for this service are accepted only through the special web site. 

3. You must be at least 20 years of age to subscribe. 

4. Applications for this service may not be made under a corporate name. 

5. Once your application is processed for this service, your phone number will be sent to you by e-mail. 

6. SoftBank shall not be responsible whatsoever for any alteration or erasure of information (contacts, data folder, mail, 

etc.) due to malfunction, repair, loss, etc. Be sure to back up any information yourself regularly. 

7. Items pertaining to your line contract (basic charge and communication charge) shall not be subject to the 8 day 

cancelation period. 

8. On your application, be sure to indicate your residential address (if residing abroad, the address of where you are staying 

in Japan) and your home, office, or other phone number where you can be contacted. If we try to contact you and are 

unable to reach you, usage of this service may be suspended. 

9. Your subscription may be canceled if there is any falsified information in your subscription details (name, address at place 

of stay, contact information, passport information, etc.). 

10. If you become unable to use the service due to loss of your SIM card, malfunction, etc., you will require a new 

subscription. Subscription information you registered and your purchased data allotment cannot be transferred to another 

SIM card. 

11. Before using a SoftBank USIM card with an other-brand commercial product, be sure to check the product’s regulatory 

compliance, such as certification of conformity with technical standards. 

12. Products with a technical conformity mark are in regulatory compliance. Even without a technical conformity mark, 

persons subscribing to an overseas telecommunications carrier having an international roaming agreement with a Japanese 

telecommunications carrier are not subject to a screening process when connecting to a SoftBank line to use a mobile phone 

domestically in Japan which is usable as provided for in an international roaming agreement. 

13. You may be refused connection if SoftBank determines that there is a breach of regulations. 

14. Given that you are using a SoftBank USIM card, you may not be able to use it with a device such as one that uses only 

a communication system differing from that provided by SoftBank. 

15. This service is data-only service. 
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16. Data speeds are provided with best-effort service. 

17. The telecommunications carrier providing the telecommunications service is SoftBank Corp. 

18. You cannot cancel your subscription once your application has been processed. 

19. This service can only be used with SIM-lock-free terminals. 

20. Subscriber information for subscribers in one of the categories below is exchanged between SoftBank and specific 

telecommunications carriers. The information is used for purposes of subscriber screening during subscription application, 

and in some circumstances your application may not be accepted. 

- Customers with an outstanding payment after subscription cancelation * For details, see the Telecommunications Carriers 

Association web site (http://www.tca.or.jp/mobile/nonpayment.html). 

- Senders of nuisance mail 

- Customers having had usage suspended after failing to respond to a request for verification of identity based on regulation 

as per Article 11 of the Act for the Prevention of Illegal Mobile Phone Use 

 

<PIN> 

1. The tomers having had usage suspended after failing to respond to a request for verification of identity based on regulation 

as per Article 11 of the Act for thuse of the Service.  Accordingly, please be careful not to forget your PIN.   

2. Subscribers shall be responsible for the management of their own PINs.  If a PIN is used by any person other than the 

subscriber, SoftBank may treat such use as being made by the subscriber. 

 

<Service area> 

SoftBank 4G LTE areas differ from 3G service areas. For details, check the SoftBank web site (www.softbank.jp). Cannot be 

used abroad. 

 

<Control of data speed, etc.> 

To ensure data quality and fairness of network usage, data speeds may be moderated according to the nature of your 

subscription (3G, 4G, etc.). 

To provide better network quality, data transfer as stipulated separately by SoftBank may be moderated based on data 

traffic information that is collected each data transfer, analyzed, and accumulated. 

For details, check here. 

(http://www.softbank.jp/mobile/support/procedure/data_traffic/about/) 

 

<Self-initiated data communication> 

Software, apps, etc. may be designed to self-initiate data communication regularly. 

You can disable settings so as not to carry out packet communication. 

 

http://www.softbank.jp/mobile/support/procedure/data_traffic/about/
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<Your Subscription Plan> 

Subscription to a 500MB plan incurs the following charges. 

｜Plan｜Basic charge｜Communication charge｜  

｜500MB plan｜Free｜1,650 yen (period of validity: 31 days incl. date of purchase)｜ 

 

1. Once your application is processed, no additional application is required to use this service; your initial 1GB/3GB/10GB 

plan charge is included in the product price. 

2. Any purchased amount of data has a period of validity. You cannot use data after the period of validity has passed or the 

data allotment has been used up. 

 * To use data, you must submit an application through the special Prepaid SIM for Travel web site. 

3. If you do not purchase a plan again within 360 days either after the subscription date or after purchasing a 500MB plan, 

this service will be automatically canceled. 

4. International roaming is not available. 

 

<Payment of charges> 

If there are outstanding charges, etc. remaining for any SoftBank telecommunications services currently or previously 

subscribed to (including devices other than the device you are using), SoftBank may suspend usage of all subscribed services 

or cancel all subscriptions. 

 

<Notes before paying by credit card> 

1. Credit card companies you can use are VISA, MasterCard, and JCB. 

2. If you receive notification of change to the member number or expiry for the credit card you specified, you should apply 

soon to change your information on the special web site. 

3. Even after payment by credit card is approved by your credit card company, if for any reason should payment be canceled 

by the company, SoftBank may cancel payment by credit card and invoice you. 

 

<Network restrictions> 

Connection to the network may be restricted for the following reasons. 

1. A device or SIM card obtained illegitimately through criminal activity such as theft or deception from a SoftBank retail 

location 

2. A device with payment remaining (including payment for a third party, etc.) 

3. A device or SIM card obtained through an illegitimate contract, such as forged personal identity documents or false claims 

in information contained in an application (name, residential address, date of birth, etc.) 
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<How to apply after subscription for changes to subscription details, cancelation of subscription, and 

other procedures> 

Changes to subscription details are accepted through the special Prepaid SIM for Travel web site. 

Cancelations are accepted at SoftBank shops. 

This service may not be transferred and may not be assumed from a deceased subscriber. 

SoftBank reserves the right to change the content of contract conditions, conditions of service provision, terms of use, etc. 

upon notification of such change by posting to the SoftBank web site, texting (e-mail, etc.), or any method that SoftBank 

deems to be suitable. In such instance, conditions after the change shall apply to charges and other aspects of provided 

services. 

* All indicated prices are exclusive of tax unless noted in particular. 

<Removing the SIM Card> 

Before removing the SIM card from its holder, check the size of the SIM card you require and snap it out at the same size. 

Once you have started using the SIM card, do not use it again removed or attached at a different size. 

<Safety Precautions> 

・Forcibly removing or inserting a SIM card may cause damage. Be careful when removing; may damage hands, fingers, 

etc. 

・The SIM card should be used in a temperature range from -25°C to 70°C. 

・Be sure to store the SIM card out of reach of infants. Can be accidentally swallowed or cause injury. 

<PIN & PUK Codes> 

・A PIN1 code and PIN2 code are assigned to the SIM card. 

・The PIN1 code and PIN2 code are set to "9999"by default, and can be changed. 

・If the PIN1 code or PIN2 code is entered incorrectly 3 times in a row, it will become locked and you cannot use functions 

on your terminal. To unlock, you must enter a PIN unlock code (PUK code). If entry is required, inquire at SoftBank. Please 

be prepared to show personal identification indicating you are the subscriber when you inquire. 

・If the PUK code is entered incorrectly 10 times in a row, there will no longer be any way of unlocking it. 

・Be sure to keep a written record of the PIN1 code and PIN2 code. 

 

<Other Precautions> 

・You cannot use SMS. 

・The SIM card remains the property of SB. 

・The SIM card cannot be reissued in the event of loss or damage. 

・When the SIM card is no longer needed (after cancelation, etc.), first destroy the card (scissors, etc.) and then dispose of 

by yourself. 
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・SIM card specifications and capabilities are subject to change without notice. 

・It is recommended that you keep a separate written record of information that you registered to the SIM card. SB shall 

not be responsible whatsoever for any erasure of registered information. 

・SB shall not be responsible whatsoever for any trouble you experience with your terminal after inserting the SIM card 

where there is no intent or neglect on the part of SB. 

・In the event of theft or loss, immediately contact SoftBank Customer Support to have use suspended. The subscriber is 

responsible for costs even in the event of use by persons other than the subscriber. 

・The SIM card can be used in another terminal. ALWAYS apply to urgently have use suspended in the event of theft or loss. 

<Privacy> 

SB recognizes the importance of personal information, and in order to maintain complete protection, shall comply with the 

Telecommunications Business Law, laws pertaining to the protection of personal information, business field-specific 

guidelines as set forth by the supervising authority such as guidelines for protection of personal information within the 

telecommunications business, and other pertinent regulations. Refer to our privacy policy. 

(http://www.softbank.jp/en/corp/group/sbm/privacy/) 

 

<Inquiries> 

"SoftBank Corp." 

SoftBank Customer Support  

From a SoftBank handset 157  

* Press "8"after your call connects. Audio guidance will switch to English.  

From a landline/IP phone 0800-919-0157  

Hours of service  

Audio guidance (24 hours)  

For operator (9:00 am to 8:00 pm *We may not be able to respond to some inquiries) 

http://www.softbank.jp/en/corp/group/sbm/privacy/

